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 dosing 535
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definition 818
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legal aspects 819–820
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drug misusers 450
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clozapine-induced hypersalivation 175, 190
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antidepressant-treated mothers 605, 606–608
antipsychotic discontinuation symptoms 604
antipsychotic-treated mothers 602, 603
breastfed 619, 620, 622–630
opioid-dependent mothers 427–428
persistent pulmonary hypertension of 607
see also breastfeeding
neostigmine 564, 567
NEURAPRO trial 88
‘neuroleptic equivalence’ 14
neuroleptic malignant syndrome (NMS) 104–106
diagnosis and management 104
renal impairment 647
vs catatonic stupor 108, 109
neuroleptics see antipsychotics
neurological causes of rare dementias 550–551
neuroscience-based nomenclature (NhN) 4, 44
neurotoxicity, lithium 208
neuropenia
benign ethnic 197, 198, 200
benzamazepine-induced 222, 224
chemotherapy-associated 202
clozapine-induced 176, 179, 197–201
psychotropics causing 806
see also agranulocytosis
neutrophils 806
nevirapine 681, 686
NICE see National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence
nictine 765–768
dependence 431–438
psychotropics effects 765
tic disorders 514
withdrawal symptoms 767
see also smoking; smoking cessation
nicotine replacement therapy (NRT) 431–433
adverse effects 432–433
combination 431–432, 436, 437
e-cigarettes 435, 437
preparations and dose 432
nimodipine, bipolar disorder 241
nizatidine 378, 655
nortriptyline 101
NMS see neuroleptic malignant syndrome
nocturnal enuresis, clozapine-induced 176
non-adherence see adherence
non-psychotropic drugs
psychiatric adverse effects 808, 808–811
QT prolongation 115
non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs)
dementia 548, 564
lithium interactions 210, 211–212
SSRI combination 348, 348, 350
nortriptyline 158, 736
obesity see bariatric surgery; weight gain
Objective Opioid Withdrawal Scale (OOWS) 407, 408
obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD) 364–365, 367
22q11.2 deletion syndrome 697
children and adolescents 485–490, 487
Huntington’s disease 706, 707
NICE guidance 369, 486, 487, 487, 489
obstetrical haemorrhage, SSRl-induced 350
ocular pigmentation, clozapine-induced 179
oculogyric spasm (crisis) 62, 91
oestrogens
anorexia nervosa 668
caffeine interaction 761
carbamazepine interactions 223
depression 275
schizophrenia 163
off-label prescribing 813–815
pediatric practice 461, 486, 488, 492
Royal College consensus statement 814, 814
olanzapine
acute mania/hypomania 226–227, 235, 236
adverse effect profile 39
amlatamine psychosis 440
anorexia nervosa 667, 668
atypical antipsychotics 720
bariatric surgery 724
bipolar disorder 243, 244, 246
bipolar disorder 226, 241, 250
borderline personality disorder 664
breastfeeding 625
catatonia 109, 110
children and adolescents 524
autism spectrum disorders 508
bipolar mania 473, 475
psychosis 478
PTSD 492
rapid tranquillisation 521
classification 4
delirium 674, 676
dementia 572, 573, 574, 575
diabetes association 124
dyslipidaemia risk 119–120
epilepsy 693
first-episode psychosis 25
fluoxetine combination see olanzapine + fluoxetine
hepatic impairment 637
Huntington’s disease 705, 706
hypertension risk 132
hypnopatarea 134
learning disabilities 701
long-acting injection (LAI) (mainly pamoate) 67, 77–78
doses and intervals 68, 77
intramuscular injection site 821
pharmacokinetics 71
post-injection syndrome 77–78
switching 77
maximum licensed dose 12
multiple sclerosis 711
older people 589
opioid-dependent patients 422
overdose 771
Parkinson’s disease 716
plasma levels 50, 733, 736
pneumonia risk 148
post-mortem blood concentrations 743
pregnancy 603, 604
psychotic depression 278
PTSD 363
rapid tranquillisation 54, 55, 56, 60
intramuscular injection site 821
renal impairment 649, 656
schizophrenia
acute exacerbation or relapse 41
clozapine augmentation 159
dose escalation 16–17, 49
equivalent dose 15
maintenance therapy 27
minimum effective dose 9
monitoring physical health 37
refractory 162, 163–164
relative efficacy 5, 6
switching to 51, 95
treatment failure 51
sexual adverse effects 143
smoking status and 751
social phobia 366
therapeutic index 44
tic disorders 514
valproate interaction 217
for water intoxication 134
weight gain risk 97
olanzapine + fluoxetine (Symbyax) bipolar depression 243, 244, 246
children and adolescents 472, 474, 475
psychotic depression 278
refractory depression 268
older people 525–598
alcohol dependence 401
anticholinergic agents 557–564, 561, 567, 568
benzodiazepines 374
cognitive adverse effects of drugs 357–366, 558–560
covit administration of medication 527, 593–598, 597
delirium 672, 673
depression 293–297, 294–295
antidepressant doses 587–588
maintenance therapy 306, 307
psycho stimulant 287
drug interactions 211, 526–527
hypnotics 592
medication doses 587–592
pharmacodynamic changes 525
pharmacokinetic changes 526
prescribing principles 525–528, 527
renal impairment 646
see also dementia
Omacor see omega-3 fatty acids
omega-3 fatty acids (fish oils)
Alzheimer’s disease 545
bipolar depression 245
child and adolescent depression 465
multiple sclerosis 710
refractory depression 275
schizophrenia 88–89, 159, 164
ondansetron
obsessive compulsive disorder 364
schizophrenia 32, 164
tic disorders 314
opioid analogues
dementia 565, 571
methadone/buprenorphine-treated patients 409, 426
naltrexone-treated patients 398
opioid-dependent pregnant women 427–428
psychiatric adverse effects 808
surgical patients 781
osteoporosis 668, 691
osteopenia 323
overactivity, autism spectrum disorders 505–506
overdose, psychotropic drug 769–772, 769–775
oxazepam
alcohol withdrawal 393
breafasting 629
diazepam equivalent dose 378
oxcarbazepine
adverse effects 691
bipolar disorder 222, 237
child and adolescent bipolar illness 473
dementia 579
drug interactions 690
mechanism of action 221
psychiatric side-effects 690
oxybutynin
clozapine-induced hypersalivation 190
HIV infection 682
oral interference 655
pain management
dementia 571
opioid-dependent patients 409, 426
paliperidone
adverse effects 39
alcohol misusers 756
atrial fibrillation 720
bipolar disorder 229
breafasting 626
children and adolescents 478
equivalent doses 80
hepatic impairment 638, 641
hypotension 771
hypoponeraemia 134
maximum licensed dose 12
monitoring physical health 38
neuroleptic malignant syndrome 105
overdose 771
palmitate long-acting injection (LAI) 67, 79–81
1-monthly 68, 79, 79
3-monthly 68, 81, 81
dose equivalents 80, 82
dose reduction 73
equivalent dose 15
intramuscular injection site 821, 822
maximum licensed dose 12
older people 590, 591
pharmacokinetics 71
switching to 80
vs haloperidol decanoate 45, 79
plasma level monitoring 733, 738
renal impairment 650
sexual adverse effects 143
weight gain risk 97
palliative care, substance misusers 426
pancreatitis 120, 179, 800
PANDAS 514–515
panic disorder 362, 365, 367
NICE guidance 368
non-psychotropics causing 808, 809
PANS (Paediatric Acute-onset Neuropsychiatric Syndrome) 514–515
paracetamol, in dementia 564, 571
paroxetine
antipsychotic-induced 39, 91–92
never-medicated schizophrenia 90
switching antipsychotics 150
valproate-induced 216
see also extrapyramidal symptoms
Parkinson’s disease 715–718
beta-agonist bronchodilators 563
cognitive enhancers 550, 551, 717
dementia 550, 715, 716
depression 715
psychiatric adverse effects of medications 809–810
psychosis 716, 716–717
smoking 766
parotid gland swelling, clozapine-induced 179
paroxetine
adverse effects 258, 358
alcohol dependence 403
anxiety disorders 367
atrial fibrillation 720
breastfeeding 623
cardiac effects 327
children and adolescents
anxiety disorders 481, 482
depression 464
obsessive compulsive disorder 485
discontinuation symptoms 311, 312
drug interactions 259, 321
hepatic impairment 639, 641
HIV-associated neurocognitive disorders 682
Huntington’s disease 706
hyperprolactinaemia and 337
minimum effective dose 262
multiple sclerosis 710
obsessive compulsive disorder 367
older people 294
post-stroke depression 291
pregnancy 606–607
renal impairment 653
Index 847

anticonvulsants 610, 611, 612
antidepressants 605–608, 608, 612
antipsychotics 602–604, 604, 612
anxiety disorders and
insomnia 611–612
bipolar illness 608–610, 611
depression 604–608, 608
discussions with women 600
mood stabilisers 609–610, 611, 612
opioid dependence 409, 427–428
prescribing principles 601
psychosis 600–604
psychotropic drug choice 599–600, 612
sedatives 611–612, 612
unplanned 217, 223
see also breastfeeding; women of child-bearing age
pregnenolone, schizophrenia 32
Prescribing Observatory for Mental Health (POMH-UK) 21
Priadel 207
priapism 142, 143
pridopidine 705
primidone 690, 690, 691
problem behaviours see behaviour problems
prochlorperazine
alcohol withdrawal 396
opioid withdrawal 420
venous thromboembolism risk 153
procyclidine 62, 69
Product Licence (PL), prescribing drugs outside 813–815
prolactin, serum
antipsychotic drug effects 137, 137
elevated see hyperprolactinaemia interpretation 137, 138
monitoring 38, 233
psychotropics affecting 803
promazine 39
promethazine
borderline personality disorder 665
breastfeeding 629
cognitive adverse effects 565
dementia 580
pregnancy 602, 601, 612
rapid tranquillisation 54–55, 60–61
children and adolescents 522
intramuscular injection site 821
renal impairment 655
street drug intoxication 450
propantheline 190
propentofylline 164
propofol, GBL and GHB withdrawal 443
propranolol
akathisia 92, 95
autism spectrum disorders 508
generalised anxiety disorder 360
lithium-induced tremor 208
psychiatric adverse effects 810
PTSD in young people 492, 493, 494
protein, serum 803
prothrombin time 807
proton pump inhibitors 176, 566
pseudocholinergic affect (PBA), multiple sclerosis 710
pseudohypothyroidism 134
pseudo-parkinsonism see parkinsonism
psychiatric adverse effects
anticonvulsants 688, 690, 808–809
antiretroviral drugs 686, 686
dementia 557–566
differential diagnosis 811, 812
non-psychotropic drugs 808, 808–811
psychiatric disorders see mental illness
psychological therapies
anxiety disorders 368
children and adolescents
ADHD 496
anxiety disorders 480, 483–484
bipolar disorder 472
depression 463
PTSD 494
psychosis 255
learning disabilities 700
see also cognitive behavioural therapy
psychosis
alcohol consumption and 755
amfetamine 440
benzodiazepines 374
children and adolescents 478–479
ECT 86–87
epilepsy 688
first episode see first-episode psychosis
Huntington’s disease 706, 707
multiple sclerosis 711
non-psychotropics causing 808, 809, 810, 811
older people 588–590
Parkinson’s disease 716, 716–717
post-partum 600–604
pregnant women 600–604
rapid tranquillisation see rapid tranquillisation
sexual dysfunction 141–142
super-sensitivity 28–29
synthetic cannabinoid receptor agonist (SCRA)-related 448–449
see also schizophrenia
psychosocial treatment, drug dependence 405, 419, 439,
445, 449
psychostimulants see stimulants
psychotic depression 278–279
psychotropic medications
adverse reactions see adverse drug reactions
after bariatric surgery 723–727, 726
atrial fibrillation 719, 720
biochemical effects 798, 799–804
breastfeeding 619–630, 620
child and adolescent doses 524
cytchrome function and 746, 746–749
driving and 776–780, 777
ECT interactions 281–282, 281–284
epilepsy 688–691, 692–693
haematological effects 798, 805–807
HIV infection 685, 685
off-label prescribing 813–815
overdose 769–772, 769–775
pharmacodynamic interactions see pharmacodynamic interactions
pharmacokinetic interactions plasma level monitoring 731–741
pregnant women 599–613, 601, 612
smoking status and 750–751, 750–752,
766–767
street drug interactions 450–453,
451–452
surgery and 781–786, 792–784
PTSD see post-traumatic stress disorder
publication bias 814
pulmonary embolism, antipsychotic-associated 154, 184
pulmonary hypertension of newborn, persistent 607
pulse monitoring 62, 171
pure red cell aplasia 807
pyridostigmine 564, 567
pyridoxine (vitamin B6) 96
QT interval 112
corrected (QTc) 112, 413
measurements 112, 113
QT prolongation 112–118
anorexia nervosa 667
antidepressant-induced 326–327, 329
newborn 606
antipsychotic-induced 112–116
ECG monitoring 114
management 116
metabolic inhibition 116
quantifying risk 113, 114
rapid tranquillisation 55–56, 57
switching agents 150
methadone therapy 412–413, 413
non-psychotropics inducing 115
renal impairment and 647
risk factors 114, 115
see also arrhythmias
quetiapine
acute mania/hypomania 235, 236
adverse effect profile 39
anorexia nervosa 667, 668
bariatric surgery 724
bipolar disorder 226, 241, 243, 250
blood lipids and 119
blood pressure effects 130
breastfeeding 626
quetiapine (cont'd)

children and adolescents 524

autism spectrum disorders 508

bipolar illness 472, 474, 475

psychosis 478

PTSD 492, 493
clozapine-induced hypersalivation 190
delirium 675
dementia 572, 573, 574, 575
depression 244

psychotic 278

refractory 206, 268
diabetes association 124

epilepsy 693
equivalent dose 15
generalised anxiety disorder 360

hepatic impairment 638

HIV infection 680

Huntington's disease 706

hypertension risk 131, 132

hypomania 134

learning disabilities 701

maximum licensed dose 12

older people 589

overdose 771

Parkinson's disease 716

plasma level monitoring 733, 736–737

post-mortem blood concentrations 743

pregnancy 603, 604

PTSD 363

rapid tranquillisation 60

renal impairment 650

schizophrenia

combination therapy 21

high dose 16–17, 49

minimum effective dose 9

monitoring physical health 38

multi-episode 27

refractory 164

relative efficacy 5

switching to 51, 95

sexual adverse effects 143

synthetic cannabinoid receptor agonist (SCRA) withdrawal 449
tardive dyskinesia and 92
tic disorders 514

for water intoxication 134

weight gain risk 97

raloxifene 164

raltegravir 685, 686

ranitidine 100, 366

rapid neuroleptisation 47

rapid tranquillisation (RT) 54–59, 60–61

benzodiazepines 54, 55, 56, 374

children and adolescents 521–522, 521–523, 478

intramuscular treatment 54–56, 60, 821

intravenous treatment 54–55, 56, 60

ketamine 56–57

oral treatment 54, 60

paradoxical disinhibitory reactions 382

physical monitoring 61

practical measures 57–59

pregnancy 612

remedial measures 62

zuclopenthixol acetate 57–59, 59

reboxetine

adverse effects 358

antipsychotic-induced weight gain 101

breastfeeding 624

cardiac effects 327

diabetes mellitus 340

epilepsy 692

hepatic impairment 639

HIV infection 681

hyperprolactinaemia and 337

minimum effective dose 262

older people 295

overdose 770

post-stroke depression 290

pregnancy 607

renal impairment 653

sexual adverse effects 344

switching to/from 316–317, 319

Red Bull 759

red cell count 807

red cell distribution width 807

refusal of medication 593

Regional Drugs and Therapeutics Centre Teratology Service 400

relative infant dose (RID) 619, 622–630

renal function testing 645

antipsychotic-treated patients 37

lithium-treated patients 209, 232

older people 526

renal impairment 645–660

anti-dementia medications 656

antidepressants 651–653, 656

antipsychotics 649–650, 656

anxiolytics and hypnotics 655, 656

classification 646

lithium and 208, 654

methadone dosing 412

mood stabilisers 654, 656

prescribing principles 645–647

recommended drugs 656

renal replacement therapy 647

Research Units on Paediatric Psychopharmacology (RUPP) Autism Network 505–506

respiratory depression 62, 373

Responsible Clinician (RC) 816

restlessness see akathisia

restricted repetitive behaviours and interests (RRBs) 504–505

Restriction Order 816

reticuloocyte count 807

Rett's syndrome 504

reversible inhibitors of monoamine oxidase-A (RIMA) see moclobemide

rhabdomyolysis 647

rilpivirine 685, 686

riluzole

bipolar depression 245

children and adolescents 489

generalised anxiety disorder 361

Huntington's disease 705

obsessive compulsive disorder 365, 489

refractory depression 275

schizophrenia 164

risperidone

acute mania/hypomania 226–227, 235, 236

ADHD 497

adverse effect profile 39, 82

bariatric surgery 724

bipolar disorder 226, 241, 250

blood lipids and 119, 120

breastfeeding 626

catatonia 109, 110

children and adolescents 524

autism spectrum disorders 505, 506–507, 507, 508

bipolar illness 473, 475

psychosis 478

PTSD 492, 493

classification 4

delirium 675

dementia 572, 573, 574, 575

depression 271

diabetes association 124

epilepsy 692

first-episode psychosis 25

hepatic impairment 638

HIV infection 680

Huntington's disease 705, 706

hypertension risk 131, 132

hypomania 134

learning disabilities 701

long-acting injection (RLAI) 67, 82–85

bipolar disorder 229, 229, 230

dose equivalents 80, 82

dose-response effects 82

doses and intervals 68

equivalent dose 15

intramuscular injection site 821

maximum licensed dose 12

neuroleptic malignant syndrome 105

new formulations 84

older people 591

pharmacokinetics 71

plasma levels 82, 737

refractory schizophrenia 164

switching from 75

switching to 83

maximum licensed dose 12

multiple sclerosis 711

older people 589

overdose 771

Parkinson's disease 716

plasma levels 50, 733, 737–738
post-mortem blood concentrations 743
pregnancy 603, 604
PTSD 363
rapid tranquillisation 60
renal impairment 650
schizophrenia
acute exacerbation or relapse 41
equivalent doses 15, 80
high dose 16–17, 49–50
maintenance therapy 27
minimum effective dose 9
monitoring physical health 38
refractory 159, 162, 164
relative efficacy 5
switching to 51
treatment failure 51
sexual adverse effects 143
tic disorders 513–514
for water intoxication 134
weight gain risk 97
RISQ-PATH study 113
Ritalin 500
see also methylphenidate
ritanserin 164, 237
ritonavir 450, 685
rivastigmine 530–531
adverse effects 537–538
Alzheimer’s disease 532, 533, 535, 540–543
atrial fibrillation 720
delirium 675, 676
drug interactions 540, 541
efficacy 532, 533
HIV-associated neurocognitive disorders 682
mechanism of action 529
NICE guidance 544
non-cognitive symptoms of dementia 576
renal impairment 656
stopping treatment 540–543
tolerability 536–537
dermal patch 533, 536–537
vascular dementia 549
rofecoxib, mild cognitive impairment 550
Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB) 722
Royal College of Psychiatrists, unlicensed use of licensed drugs 814, 814
RT see rapid tranquillisation
S-adenosyl-L-methionine 275
safron 546
saquinavir 685
sarcosine 164
schizoaffective disorder
atrial fibrillation and 720
ECT 86
schizophrenia 3–203
22q11.2 deletion syndrome 696, 697
acute exacerbation 41–42, 52
alcohol dependence with 403
antipsychotic therapy see antipsychotics
atrial fibrillation and 720
benzodiazepines 374
caffeine consumption 762
carbamazepine 222
cardiovascular risk factors 119
catastic 107, 108–109, 109, 110
children and adolescents 478–479
chronic kidney disease 647
diabetes association 123
driving regulations 777
ECT 86–87
first episode see first-episode psychosis
HIV infection 680
medication adherence 27, 787–788, 790
enhancing 4, 791–792
monitoring physical health 8, 36, 37–38, 47
mortality 20
multi-episode 9, 26, 26–27
negative symptoms 31–35
NICE guidelines 4, 46–48
older people 588–590
omega-3 fatty acids 88–89
pneumonia 148
pregnancy and 602
refractory see schizophrenia, treatment resistant
relapse 26–27, 28
alternative views 28–29
treatment algorithms 41–42
sexual dysfunction 141
smoking 765–766
cessation 432, 435, 766
substance misuse 454
treatment algorithms 40–42, 40–43
treatment resistant (TRS) 5, 49–52, 156–203
alternatives to clozapine 162–165, 162–168
dose escalation 16–17, 49–50
ECT 86–87, 163
treatment options 50–52
see also clozapine
valproate therapy 165, 215
water intoxication 134
see also antipsychotics
scopolamine see hyoscine
second-generation antipsychotics (SGAs) 4, 44
ADHD 497
adverse effects 90
diabetes 123–125, 126
dyslipidaemia 119–120
extrapyramidal symptoms 90
neuroleptic malignant syndrome 105
orthostatic hypotension 130
psychosis 148
sexual dysfunction 142
weight gain 97, 97–98
bipolar disorder 226, 250
children and adolescents
autism spectrum disorders 505, 506–508, 507
bipolar illness 471–472, 473–474
psychosis 478
PTSD 492, 493
delirium 674–675
dementia 572–575
equivalemt doses 15
HIV infection 680
Huntington’s disease 705, 706
learning disabilities 701
long-acting injections
bipolar disorder 230
intramuscular injection sites 821–822
schizophrenia 66–67, 75–85
maximum licensed doses 12, 13
minimum effective doses 9
negative symptoms 32
NICE guidelines 46
older people 588–589, 590–591
pregnancy 603–604
rapid tranquillisation 54
relative efficacy 5–6
renal impairment 649–650
social phobia 366
street drug interactions 451
switching trials . 51
tic disorders 513–514
unlicensed use 815
second opinion appointed doctor (SOAD) 817, 819
sedation
alcohol-induced 755
antidepressant-induced 294–295, 358–359
antipsychotic-induced 39
clozapine-induced 171, 175
driving ability and 778
high dose 56
non-psychotropics causing 808, 809, 810
switching antipsychotics 150
see also rapid tranquillisation
sedatives
antipsychotics as 8
borderline personality disorder 663, 665
breastfeeding mothers 620, 620
hepatic impairment 641
opioid-dependent patients 422
pregnancy 611–612, 612
seizures
22q11.2 deletion syndrome 697
alcohol withdrawal 389
antidepressant-induced 322
clozapine-induced 176, 735
melatonin-treated children 518
psychotropics-associated, in epilepsy 691, 692–693
see also epilepsy
selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs)
22q11.2 deletion syndrome 697
adverse effects 258, 358
children and adolescents 465, 467, 481, 483, 486
older people 525
alcohol misuse 756
anxiety disorders 365–367
atrial fibrillation 720
bariatric surgery 723
bleeding risks 293, 347–354, 664
caffeine interaction 761
cardiac effects 325, 451
children and adolescents 465, 482, 483
anxiety spectrum disorders 505, 506, 508
behavioural activation response 467
depression 463–464, 465–467, 476
obeseptive compulsive disorder 485–486, 488
PTSD 492, 493
dementia 577–578
depression 258
adjunctive stimulants 286, 287
bipolar 244, 246
minimum effective doses 262
NICE guidance 256
older people 294, 298
post-stroke 290, 291
refractory 206, 268, 271, 275
diabetes mellitus and 340, 341
discontinuation symptoms 311
drug interactions 259, 323, 688–690
eating disorders 669
ECT interactions 281
epilepsy 692
generalised anxiety disorder 360
hepatic impairment 639
HIV infection 680–681, 682
Huntington’s disease 706, 707
hyperprolactinaemia and 337
hypomania 333, 333, 334
learning disabilities 701
lithium interactions 212
multiple sclerosis 710, 710
neuroleptic malignant syndrome and 105
obsessive compulsive disorder 364, 367
older people 294, 294
opiod-dependent patients 422
overdose 770
panic disorder 362
Parkinson’s disease 715
post-mortem blood concentrations 743
pregnancy 605, 606–607, 608
PTSD 363
re-starting after non-adherence 795
serotonin reuptake inhibition 347, 347
sexual adverse effects 344
social phobia 366
street drug interactions 451
surgical patients 351, 351, 781, 782
switching to/from 315, 316–319
selectine adverse effects 144–145, 810
buccal 298, 299
discontinuation 318
schizophrenia 32
SSRI interaction 715
switching to/from 316, 318
transdermal 301, 303
self-injurious behaviour (SIB)
autism spectrum disorders 506–508
learning disabilities 701–702
lithium therapy 207
serumagastat 548
semi-sodium valproate 214
acute mania/hypomania 236
see also valproate
senna 194
D-serine, schizophrenia 32, 163
serotonin-noradrenaline reuptake inhibitors (SNRIs)
adverse effects 358
anxiety disorders 365–367
bariatric surgery 723
children and adolescents 481–482, 482
diabetes mellitus and 340, 341
drug interactions 323
generalised anxiety disorder 360
HIV infection 681
Huntington’s disease 706
hyperprolactinaemia and 337
hypomania 333
multiple sclerosis 710
obsessive compulsive disorder 364
Parkinson’s disease 715
refractory depression 268
switching to/from 317–319
see also desvenlafaxine; duloxetine;
venlafaxine
serotonin syndrome 315
antidepressant-related risk 315, 322
caffeine-SSRI interactions 761
post-ECT 282
renal impairment 647, 651, 653
St John’s wort 336
surgery-related risk 781, 782, 783
sertindole adverse effects 39
breastfeeding 626
maximum licensed dose 12
minimum effective dose 9
monitoring physical health 37
schizophrenia 159, 164
weight gain risk 97
sertraline adverse effects 258, 358
alcohol misuse 402, 756
anxiety disorders 367
breastfeeding 624
cardiac effects 327, 329, 330
children and adolescents 524
depression 481, 482
obeseptive compulsive disorder 485
PTSD 492, 493
dementia 578
depression 267
children and adolescents 464
minimum effective dose 262
post-stroke 290
diabetes mellitus and 340
discontinuation symptoms 312
hepatic impairment 639, 641
Huntington’s disease 706
hyperprolactinaemia 337
multiple sclerosis 710, 710
obseseptive compulsive disorder 364, 485
older people 588
opioid-dependent patients 422
Parkinson’s disease 715
pregnancy 606, 607
rectal 301, 303
renal impairment 653, 656
social phobia 366
street drug interactions 451
unlicensed use 815
severe impairment battery (SIB) 533
Severity of Alcohol Dependence Questionnaire (SADQ) 388
sexual arousal 141
disorders 142, 144
effects of antidepressants 344
sexual desire see libido
sexual disinhibition, mania 217, 223
sexual dysfunction 141–147
antidepressants and 343–346, 344, 345, 358–359
antipsychotic-related 44, 142, 143
depression 343
effects of psychosis 141–142
hyperprolactinaemia and 137, 142
schizophrenia 141
switching antipsychotics 150
treatment 142–145, 144, 345
sexual response, human 141, 141
Short Alcohol Withdrawal Scale (SAWS) 390, 392
Shprintzen syndrome (22q11.2 deletion syndrome) 696, 696–698, 697
SIADH see syndrome of inappropriate antidiuretic hormone
sialorrhoea see hypersalivation
sildenafil 144, 145, 345
simvastatin 565
skin reactions, clozapine 180
sleep disturbances/insomnia 508, 518
dementia 579–580
non-psychotropics causing 808, 809, 810
older people 592, 567
pregnancy 611–612
see also hypnotics
alcohol dependence and 401
caffeine interaction 761
clozapine therapy and 158
drug interactions 750–751, 750–752,
766–767
pregnant women with psychiatric illness 601
schizophrenia 765–766
see also nicotine
smoking (cigarette) 743–438, 765–768
alcohol dependence and 401
caffeine interaction 761
clozapine therapy and 158
drug interactions 750–751, 750–752,
766–767
pregnant women with psychiatric illness 601
schizophrenia 765–766
see also nicotine
smoking cessation 431–438
bupropion 434, 434–435, 437
cigarette 435–436, 437
NICE guidance 431
nicotine replacement therapy 431–433,
432, 436
serious mental illness 437
surgical patients 781
treatment algorithms 436–437
varenicline 433, 433–434, 436, 437
Snoezelen 571
SNRIs see selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors
SOAD (second opinion appointed doctor) 817, 819
social and communication impairment 505
social phobia (social anxiety disorder) 366, 367
childhood 480
sodium, serum 134, 334, 803
see also hyponatraemia
sodium oxybate 669
sodium valproate 214
acute mania/hypomania 236
controlled release 214
see also valproate
SOHO trial 27
solanezumab 548–549
solifenacin 557, 562
Souvenaid 547
Spice 447
SSRIs see selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors
STAR*D programme 260, 267,
267–269, 343
statins
antipsychotic-treated patients 120–121
dementia treatment 546–547, 549
psychiatric adverse effects 810
safety in dementia 565, 567
statutory consultants 817–818
STEP-BD study 251
steroid-induced psychosis 207
steroids (corticosteroids), psychiatric adverse effects 710–711, 810
stimulants (psychostimulants) 22q11.2 deletion syndrome 697
ADHD 496–497, 498–499, 500–501
breastfeeding 630, 630
depression 285–289, 286–287
epilepsy 683
hepatic impairment 640
misuse/dependence 439–441
refractory depression 275
re-starting after non-adherence 795
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